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Abstract. In the literature, there is a class of algorithms for permuting the symbols of an input 
string, that uses a single pushdown stack and a finite number of random access storage cells, that 
has been formalized by a device called pushdown permuter. This paper establishes a theorem 
that characterizes the type of permutations that can be obtained by a pushdown permuter. As 
a corollary of this theorem, it is established that there is no algorithm in the above mentioned 
class of algorithms that can translate arithmetic expressions from infix to prefix. 
1. Introduction 
The well-known algorithm that translates an infix arithmetic expression to the 
suffix form, is characterized by the class of algorithms that uses a pushdown stack. 
and a finite number of random access storage cells. Also it is of interest to note 
that the essential feature of this algorithm is to sirnply shuffle the character about 
bzf:~i~eti;;i~ ihe input string, the pushdown stack and the output string. Reingold [2] 
has developed a formal model called pushdown permuter to characterize the above 
class of algorithms, with a view to establish that there is no algorithm belonging 
to the above class of algorithms, that translates an infix expression to the prefix 
form. However, Reingold’s characterization of the class of permutations obtainable 
by a pushdown permuter has been shown to be not sufficient through a counter- 
example to his characterizatior by Carlson [l]. 
In this paper, we characterize the ciass of all permutations obtainable by a 
pushdown permuter and establish its necessity as well as its sufficiency-we do this 
by strengthening Reingold’s 8:haracterization. Furthermore, this characterization 
re-establishes the assertion that there is no pushdown permuter which reads infix 
arithmetic expressions from left-to-right and translates it into prefix form. 
In the following, first we introduce the pushdown permuter as elucidated by 
Reingold [2]. 
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2. Pushdown permuter 
A pushdown per-muter (p.d.p. for short) is a variant of a one-way deterministic 
finite-state pushdown transducer whose finite input, outpuf, and stack alphabets 
coincide. In otherwords a p.d.p. is a variani L \f a one-way deterministic pushdown 
transducer wtitb a finite number of random access memory cells. The model is 
which is also produced one symbol at a time from heft-to-right, or it may 
be put on the top of a pushdown stack. 
(c) At any time, the only symbol accessible on the stack is the top symbol, which 
can, if desired, be popped off the stack allowing access to the second element in 
the stack. The element popped of? the stack can be thrown away, or it can be put 
into the output string. Once a symboi has been put in the output string it is forever 
after inaccessible and immutable. Since the actions the algorithm takes can only 
rearrange the input string or delete characters from it this model is called puskdown 
petmfufef (p..d.p.). Thus a p.d.p. is nothing more than a control for a ‘Switchyard’ 
arrangement between the input string, the stack, and the output string. From the 
steps that can be performed it is clear that the formal definition of a p.d.p. as a 
7-tuple wifi rot enhance the rigour of the discussion. 
3. Characterization of pushdown permuter 
The problem we are interested in, is to find out all the possible permutations 
s&Q l l l sp,, that can be obtained by a p.d.p. with M cells, from the input string 
51.92 . . . s,. ‘However, for simplifying the notation we consider 12 . . . n to be the 
input string and plp2 . a . pn to be the output string. 
We say that piJ’i2 . . . pjk is a subsequence ofplp2 _ . . pn provided 16 il< l l l < ik 6 
n. 
As the purpose of the p.d.p is to obtain the output string as a sequence of 
permutations of the input string, steps (a)-(c) described in Section 2, can be 
reformuIat& (as in [2]) as follows: The p.d.p. can perform any of the following steps: 
(i) At ealch input symbol i, the p.d.p. places i into a vacant memory cell, if one 
exists; otherwise it examines i and the symbols in the M memory cells, and of 
those A4 + 1 symbols, it puts the one which appears rightmost in plp2 . . . pn onto 
the stack. lf at any point, plp2 . . . pk has been placed into the output and pk+: is 
in orle of the memory cells or is at the top of the stack, or is the next symbol in 
the input string then pk+l is put into the output. 
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(ii) If a memory cell !s vacated at any time, then it is filled with the top stack 
symbol (if one exists), which is popped up. 
(iii) If there are no more input symbols, then, since the left most occurring 
symbols are kept in the memory cells, these are placed into the output (not 
necessarily all the symbols) in the appropriate order, filling the vacated cells with 
symbols taken from the top of the pushdown stack (as per step (ii)). This process 
continues until &l of the symbols have been put into the output, or, perhaps, until 
the p.d.p. gets stuck with all memory cells filled and the symbol which must be put 
next into the output is inaccessible in the stack. 
Remark 1. It easily follows from step (ii) above, that we can assume without loss 
of geneyality that a p.d.p. gets stuck only if all the M cells are occupied. 
From the above description it should be quite clear that a p.d.p. with M memory 
cells can generate 41 permutations of sequences of length at most 2M + 1. She 
this property may help in obtaining an understanding of the main theorem to follow, 
we formalize the property by, 
Lemma 1. A p.d.p. with Mrandom access memory cells can generate all permutations 
of 12 . . . (2M+ 1) 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Theorem 1. A p.d.p. with M memory cells can permute the input sequence 1 2 . . . n 
to PlP2 * l l p,, if and only if pip2 . . . p,, does not contain any of the following sub- 
sequences : 
(a) bylxy;. . . yM+2zlz2.. . zM 
where 
x>ti>yj forall l~ishl, lsj~M+2, 
yM+z>yi forall l~i:~M+l, 
!W xy1y2.e m yiw+121z2.. . zM__l 
where 
X > Zi > yj for 1 <i~,M+l, f<jGM+l. 
Proof. Only if (Necessary): Let there be a subsequence of the form (a). By the 
time the p.d.p. just finishes reading a number just greater than y~+2, we can assert 
that at least ye+ 1 should be in the stack over which there is the symboi yM+2 (see 
operation (i) of p.d.p. given in Section 3), as p.d.p. is looking for a symhoI b greater 
than yM+2. At the time of placing b in the output, a-gain w coc?ncYude that in the 
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stack yM+2 is over the symbol y~+l. Now, at the time of placing x in the output, 
at best yM+2 could be in the memory (in place of y 1); however, )‘M + 1 will Continue 
t0 remain in the stack over wh,ich we have symbols tl, ~2~ . . . , 2~. Thus, at the 
time ctf placing yhf +1 in the output, it will not be accessible, as it will be in the 
stack l;>ver which there is ar least one symbol. Thus the p.d.p. gels stuck--implying 
necessity. 
l,er there be a subsequenaze of the’form (b). By the time the p.d.p. reads X, we 
can assert that there is yM+$ in the stack over which the symbois +1,22,. . . , z&f+1 
are stacked. Since yi’s have to be placed in the output before Zi’s, it follows that 
the p.d.p. gets stuck. 
Thus the necessiry follows. 
If (Suflc~ency): If p1p2.. . pn does not consist of subsequences either of form 
(a) or form (b), then, assuming the theorem to be true, the p.d.p.. can obtain 
PIP2 l * l pn starting from 1 2 . . . H. This means that the p.d.p. does not get stuck; 
obviot.sly, if it does no? get stuck, it will produce p’lp2. . . pn from 1 2 . . . n. In the 
folicrw~ng, we est&lish sufficiency by contradiction i.e., suppose at some point the 
p.d.p. gets. stuck with all M memory cells filled and the symbol u, which must be 
pat into the output next, inaccessible below the top of the stack; we will establish 
that the p.d.p. stuck implies the existence of a subsequence either of form (a) or 
form rib)-which will establish sufficiency as the hypothesis is contradicted. 
At the time of placing ti in the stack for the last time to come out,* let the 
contents of the memory cells be denoted by {ml, m2,. . . , mM)-the order of these 
symbols is unimportant as these are in random access memory. As mi’s stay in the 
memory cells, while u is placed in the stack for the last time to come out, it follows 
that all mt’s should precede u in the output string p1p2 . . . pn (follows obviously 
because of operaltion (i) of the p.d.p. given in Section 3). In otherwords, we can 
say that 
mlm2.. . m&d (1) 
is a subsequence cf the output string ~1~2.  . pn. Let b be the largest symbol in the 
output preceding ~11: the mi’s at the time p.d.p. gets stuck. Obviously, b > mi’s and 
b > u, since at the time u goes into the stack for the last time to come out, the 
p.d.p. is ‘waiting’ for some symbol still in the input while u and the mi’s have 
already been read. (Since the p.d.p. is trying to obtain pIp2. . . pn starting from 
1 2 ?. .n, the p.d.p. reads w after reading y implies x > y.) Thus we have the 
subsequence 
bmrm2 *. . m&d where 5 > mi’s and b > u. (2) 
After u enters th2 stack for the last time to come out, we can assert that before 
the p.d.p. gets stuck (while looking for u), there should be a state in which at least 
M ,-c 1 symbols ~1, . . . ‘) CM+1 are over u in the stack, as otherwise u would have 
* A symbol can be shuttled between the stack and memory. Plow, the symbol u enters the stack for 
ths last time to come out means that u will remain in the stack forever. 
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been accessible in the memory or at the top of the stack after the mi’s have been 
placed into the output. From this it follows that Ci'S follow u in plp2 , . . p,, and 
further c,‘s have been r?ad by the p.d.p. after reading mi’S and u-which means 
ci > mj and ci > u for all i and i. Vrom this and (2) we can assert a subsequence of the 
form 
where 
b>mi’s, ci>mi and c+u forallian&L 
Now, the existence of a state wherein at least M + 1 symbols are there over u IJI 
the stack after u enters the stack for the last time to come out implies that thie 
p.d.p. should have been looking for a symbol x > Ci’s while reading all ci’s; further 
since u IS in the stack while the p.d.p. is reading ci’s, it follows that x should occur 
in p1p2.. . pn before u and the ci’s. From this it follows that we can get the following 
subsequences starting from (3) satisfying the above property (obtained by placing 
x in all possible positions before u): 
Subseqwnce class (I). x occurs before all the mi’s (here, we ignore the form 
xbmlmz.. . mMuc1.. . c&f+1 as x > mi’S implies b can be ignored since now x satisfies 
the property satisfied by b in (3)); the general form is: 
xhqm2.. . m&fc1c2.. . c&f+1 (4) 
where 
x > ci > mi for all i, i and x > M, ci > u for a13 i.
Subsequewe class (II). x occurs just after ml; the general form is:: 
bmlxm2.. . tI1j#cIi’2. . . CM+1 ( 5) 
where 
x > ci > rtii, x > U, cj > u for all i, j and 6 b mj for all i. 
Obviously, we can assume b <x without loss of generality as otherwise (5) implies 
(3). 
Subsequence class (II..). .g occurs after m2 but before u. 
Consider Subsequence class (I). Setting yi = mi, ybl +I= CI, zi = ci in (4), we get a 
subsequence of the form (b) of the theorem- contradicting the hypothesis that no 
such subsequence existed. Thus, the p.d.p. could not have gotten stuck. 
Consider Subsequence class (II). In this case the p.d.p. is stuck while pl!acing u 
implies that b should be at least greater than cl as otherwise u would be available 
on top of the stack or in the memory after placing al! mi’s in the output (this is 
obvious since no ci goes into the stack over 14 until ml is piaced in output-thus 
one memory cell will be vacant and hence we cannot get a state wherein at least 
M+ 1 symbols are there over u in the stack). Thus, the p.d.p. gets stuck because 
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of subsequence (5) implies b >cl; now setting yi = mi, y~+l= JA, ym+2 = cl, and 
tr = ci+r, we obtain a subsequence of the form (a) given in the theorem-contra- 
dicting the hyplothesis that no such subsequence existed. Thus the p.d.p. could not 
have gotten stuck. 
Consider Subsequence class (III). In this case, we argue out that p.d.p. cannot 
get stuck at all. Since by the time x: is placed in the output at least ml and m2 
should haffe been removed, it follows from Lemma 1 that the p.d.p. could not have 
been stuck while placing u (since any permutation of 2M + 1 symbols can be 
generated by a p.d.p. with M memory cells.) Hence the p.d.p. could not have 
got ten stuck-contradicting the assumption. 
Thus the necessity and sufficiency of the theorem follows. 
Note. In. terpretation f the inequalities in Theorem 1: The inequalities in condition 
(a) of Theorem 1, mean that to obtain sequence of form (a), the input sequence 
must contain tr:i(yiy2. . . y~+~)y~+27~(bzr . . . z&x as a subsequence where vl and 
r2 are two permutations. Similarly the inequalities of condition (b) means that the 
input ,sequznce must contain rrl(yl . . . YM+~)~~(zI . . . z~+&x as a subsequence to 
generate a sequence of the form (b). 
Example 1. The output string 416235 cannot be obtained by a p.d.p. with M = 1, 
from 123456 since 416235 is a subsequence satisfying the properties given by (a) 
of Theorem 1. We trace the step of the p.d.p. below. 
In the steps shown below, ‘j” indicates the topmost symbol of the stack 
Input output Stack M = 1 
-__ - 
(1) 12345 - - - 
(2) 23456 1 
(3) 3456 - 
! 
1 
(4) 456 - 
Y2 
1 
(5) 56 4 
!2 
1 
(6) 56 41 
? 
3 
(7) 6 41 
T2 
3 
(8) - 416 72 3 
Now the p.d.p. is stuck (note that the p.d.p. is not capable of exchanging 2 and 3 
at this stage-as it would require one more memory cell). 
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Example 2. In the following we give the steps of the p.d.p. trying to obtain the 
permutation 51243 from 12345. 
Input output Stack M = 1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
12345 - - - 
2345 - - 1 
345 - 
T 
1 
45 - 32 1 
5 - 432 1 
5 f32 1 
51 
32 
4 
The p.d.p. gets stuck in this case as 51243 satisfies the properties of subsequence 
(b) of Theorem 1. 
From Theorem 1 and the corollary given by Reingold [2], *we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 2. There is no p.d.p. which reads infix expressions over the alphabet 
(a, b, +, *, (,)I and translates them into prefix form. 
Proof. Consider an expression 
(...(((a+a)* a+a...)* a + b)* b...)* 
1234567 4n [ 4n+214n+4 i 8rr 
e + e 
; 8n+2 ; 
I I 
I I I 
4nL k5 
I I 
40-3 8n + 1 8n+3 
Translating this expression into pre$x form requires permuting it to +* t*.. .+*t 
aa. . . abb . . . b. Any such permutation must have as a subsequence (where the 
indices represent the corresponding operands/aperators marked above). 
8n +2. rri(l, 3,5,. . . ,, 4n - l)rr2(4n -t-3,4n + 5, . . . ,8n + 1) where ?rl and 722 arc 
permutations of 2n symbols. The above subsequence has the form given by (b) of 
Theorem 1, which implies that we require a p.d.p. of at least 2n memory cells. 
Since n is arbitrary the theorem is immediate. 
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Appendln 
Here, we prove Lemma 1 given earlier. 
Lemma I. A. p.d.y. with M random access memory cells can generate all the 
permutatiofls of 12 . . . (2M + 1). 
PUN& Consider any permutation plp2 . , I p2!~+1 of I 2 . . . (2M + 1). To simplify 
our argument, we place the following restriction on the p.d.p.: 
the p.d.p_ does not output any symbol other than ~1, before 
the p.d.p. reads the input completely. 
Let p1 G M + 1: It easily follows from step (i) given earlier that the p.d.p. transfers 
all symbols i < p1 to the random access memory cells. Thus when the p.d.p. finishes 
reading numbers 1 to M -k 1, we can conclude that all the M cells are occupied 
and p1 has been placed in the output. Consider the p.d.p. reading a number 
j, j 9 M + 1. From step (i) we can assert that: 
the p.d.p. replaces some i in the random access memory cells by a number j if and 
Ol!ily if p$2 . . . P;!~+~ has the following subsequences: 
ji and m,i for all m, # i in the random access memory. 
T&us when the p.d.p. has just processed j > M + 1, we can assert: 
(i s j and i # ~1) and (i not in M cells) 
implies i is not in p2 . . . p~+l 
Thus when the p.d.p. exhausts reading of the input we can assert: 
(i is in M cells) implies (i is in p2 . . . PM+*) (1) 
i.e., the leftmost M symbols, leaving pl, are in the random access memory. Since 
there are only M symbols in the stack and the symbols in the stack are the: rightmost 
M symbols (not necessarily in the required order), the lemma follows immediately 
for this case. 
Let p: > M + 1: From the same argument given above we ifan conclude the 
following, when the p.d.p. has just processed i 3 M + 1: 
((i G j md i # ~1) and (i not in M cells)) 
implies (i is not in i32. . . p~+l). 
Since pl does nIlIt have to enter the stack or the M cells, WC: can conclude assertion 
(1) in this case as well, when the p.d+ exhausts reading of the input. Hence the 
lemma. 
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